Khalsa Primary School Curriculum Map

Year 5 Autumn 1 - Abracadabra

Collaboration
We will collaborate to make soundscapes, dance and drama pieces.

Creativity
We will create products that fulfil a design brief.
We will create collage inspired by well-known artists.

The World and Me
We will understand our place in a digital world and how to stay safe.

Critical Thinking
We will use analysis effectivity to help us form judgements.

As Dancers we will...
explore the conventions of post-modern dance, focussing on the ideas of space structure and movement. We will blend solo pieces into a group piece and experiment with improvisation.

As Digital Citizens we will...
learn how to keep safe on line and create multimedia presentations that utilise animation, sound and embedded video.

As Musicians we will...
manipulate sound through the use of ICT; investigate the concept of timbre and how it is distinct from pitch and tone. Finally, we will work collaboratively to publish our compositions.

As faith learners, we will...
describe and explain what motivates and inspires believers. As Panjabi speakers, we will Recap all 9 vowel sounds and all 7 sets of letter sounds. Reading and writing sentences with connectives and powerful vocabulary.

As Dramatists we will...
use the dramatic techniques of: flashback/flash-forwards, freeze frame, improvisation, mine, narration, role on the wall, and thought tracking to explore complex issues.

As Writers we will...
compare different versions of the same narrative discussing how this effects the original, explore narrative opening writing our own and write a new scene in the style of a well-known author.

As Scientists we will...
Investigate how solids might be separated, demonstrate how changes of state are often reversible but how some are not and plan comparative and fair tests.

As sportspeople, we will ...
play competitive games, modified where appropriate, and apply basic principles suitable for attacking and defending. We will also compare our performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to achieve our personal best.

As Mathematicians we will...
measure temperature and convert between different units of measurement; investigate the difference between continuous and discreet data problem solve using pie charts and line graphs.

As Artists and Designers we will...
research the work of an artist and create art works in their inimitable style using the medium of collage and design a product that fulfils and brief evaluating final pieces.

As Readers we will...
explore how a writer uses dialogue and description to develop characters over the course of a narrative; predict the outcome of major events and discuss how outcomes affect a character’s actions.